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ABSTRACT 
A convergence criterion for singular perturbations in linear systems is established. 
The criterion is useful for regular and singular systems. It is assumed that the matrices 
of the system depend analytically on E. It is proved that if the real parts of the 
divergent eigenvalues tend to --m, the solution of the system converges to the 
solution for E = 0 uniformly in compact subsets of IO, +m[. On the other hand, if 
there is a divergent eigenvalue whose real part does not tend to --oo, then there are 
initial values such that the solution does not converge at some points. The criterion is 
valid both for the homogeneous equation and for the nonhomogeneous equation if 
functions are sufficiently smooth. The use of distributions allows the analysis with 
inconsistent initial conditions. 0 Elsevier Science Inc.. 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this paper is the study of the singularly perturbed 
singular system of differential equations 
A(E)ll.,(t) + B(E)q(t) = C(E)U(t), x,(0 -) = z( &) (1) 
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where A(E), B(E), and C(E) are square matrices analytic in a neighborhood 
of E = 0, Z(E) is a column vector which is also analytic in E, and x,(t) and 
u(t) are column vectors. For any .s, the matrix A(E) is allowed to be either 
regular or singular. For this reason, the system (1) will be called a singular 
system in this paper, although the matrix A(E) may be regular for some 
& # 0 too. We assume that the system is solvable at E = 0, i.e., det[ AA(O) + 
B(O)] f 0 (by continuity, it is also solvable in a neighborhood of E = 0). 
Singular systems arise naturally in areas such as control theory and 
electrical networks [19, 24, 20, 6, 25, 221. It is important to know how 
singular perturbations affect solutions of regular or singular systems. 
The convergence criterion which is proved in this paper can be applied to 
any equation of the form (1). Hence, this is a very general result, and it is 
valid both for reg$ar and singular systems. 
In singular systems, the initial conditions may be inconsistent. This fact 
leads to the use of distributions in our analysis. The system (1) becomes the 
following system of differential equations in the space 9’+ of distributions 
with support in [O, +m[: 
A(+;’ + B(E)x, = C(E)U + ~A(E)x,(O -), (2) 
where x, and u are column vectors whose components are distributions of 
9+, and 6 is the Dirac delta function at t = 0. Our analysis with distribu- 
tions is based on [21]. Also, we will follow [12] and [13], where an elegant 
framework for the analysis of singular systems by means of impulsive-smooth 
distributions is introduced. 
Equation (2) will be studied using the convolution of distributions in LB’+. 
First, singular perturbations in convolution fractions will be analyzed. Next 
these results will be applied to singular systems. 
Some eigenvalues of the system (2) tend to m in modulus as E + 0. They 
are called divergent eigenvalues. We shall prove that if the real parts of the 
divergent eigenvalues tend to --M as E + 0 + , the solution of (2) converges 
to the solution for E = 0 uniformly in compact subsets of IO, + m[ as E + 0 + . 
On the other hand, this condition is necessary in the following sense: If there 
is a divergent eigenvalue whose real part does not tend to - ~0, then there are 
initial values such that the solution does not converge at some points. The 
criterion is valid both for the homogeneous equation and for the nonhomoge- 
neous equation if u is sufficiently differentiable. 
For proving that our criterion is a sufficient condition for convergence, we 
will need to study the evolution of the eigenvalues of the system. For this 
reason, we will analyze how the roots of polynomials change as their coeffi- 
cients are perturbed analytically. The proof of the necessity of the criterion is 
easier. In fact, it is very different from the proof of sufficiency. 
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Some convergence criteria for singularly perturbed linear autonomous 
systems have been studied by other authors. Campbell [l-3] has analyzed a 
singularly perturbed system which is regular for .s # 0. He has established a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the homogeneous 
solution. There are some similarities between his proof of the necessity of his 
condition and our proof of necessity for our criterion. 
In [4], Campbell considers a system that is very similar to (21, assuming 
analyticity in E too. By transformations analytic on E, he decomposes the 
system into different subsystems, separating the regular behavior from the 
singular behavior of the perturbation. In [7], Cobb also studies how singularly 
perturbed system can be decomposed analytically into simpler subsystems. 
In our paper, when we prove that our criterion about the divergent 
eigenvalues is a sufficient condition for convergence, we separate the regular 
part of the perturbation from the purely singular part too. This separation is 
carried out on convolution fractions instead of on the whole system. 
The convergence of singular perturbations in the sense of distributions 
has been studied in [,5] and [lo]. In [5], Cobb analyzes solutions with 
inconsistent initial conditions using singular perturbations. In [lo] Francis 
studies the convergence of singular perturbations in a homogeneous system, 
regular for E # 0. He proves that if the real parts of the eigenvalues of the 
system are upper bounded uniformly in E, the solution converges in the 
sense of distributions. In fact, it can be shown that his criterion can be 
extended to nonhomogeneous singular systems. 
The main result of our paper is explained in Section 7. After the 
preliminaries of Section 2, we study perturbations in polynomials and rational 
fractions in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, and 6 deal with perturbations in 
convolution fractions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Distributions 
Let g be the space of test functions, and g’ the space of distributions 
[2I]. Let W+ ~9 be th e s p ace of distribution whose support is contained in 
[O, +a[. Then any locally integrable function f(t) with support on [w+ = 
[0, +a[ can be identified with a distribution f in 9’+ by the classical 
identification (f, 4) = lTzf(t)+(t) dt (4 ~g). 
The Dirac delta distribution and its distributional derivatives a”‘), n > 1, 
are elements of g’+. The space _9’+ is a commutative convohition algebra 
over [w, whose unit element is 6. The distributional derivative of any f E ?‘+ , 
denoted by f(l) or f’, equals f * 6 (I). If f E ‘%Y’([O, +m[), then f(l) = f + 
f<O + 16, where f is the distribution associated with the classical derivative 
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of f(t) in [0, +m[, and f(O + ) = lim, ~ a+ f(t). More generally, if f E 
WD, + 4, 
(i) i-l (i - 1 -j) 
f(i) = f + c s(j) f (0 +), (3) 
j=O 
(k) 
where f is the k th classical derivative off on [O, +a[. 
Following [15, 12, 131, we introduce the following definitions: A linear 
combination of 6 and its derivatives a(‘), i > 1, is called impulsive. The 
elements of g> defined by functions in ‘iZm([O, +m[) are called smooth 
distributions (in this paper, we will identify the space of smooth distributions 
with @‘“([O, +m[>, although f ormally speaking these are different spaces). 
Linear combinations of impulsive and smooth distributions are called impul- 
sive-smooth. The set of impulsive-smooth distributions is denoted by giimpr 
and it is a subalgebra of W+ . It is known that a nonzero impulsive-smooth 
distribution is invertible in g. ,mp if and only if it is not smooth on R [Id]. 
Hence, nonzero impulsive distributions are invertible in %Yi,,,imp. In particular, 
the inverse of 6’ is the Heaviside distribution. 
Let %ZYf be the set of fractional impulses, i.e. 
i?f’f= CfIf=u*v*-1, u impulsive, v # 0 impulsive 1. 
&Yf is isomorphic to the field of rational fractions R(h) [12, Proposition 2.31. 
Then, given the polynomial p(A) E R[h] 
p(A) = a, + a,A + ... +a,,Am, 
we denote 
p( 8’) = a,8 + UIS’ + *.* +u,,P). 
Given a polynomial q(A) # 0, we denote the convolution inverse of q(6’) by 
(9(6’))*-’ or 6/q(6’). Also, we write 
PC 8’) 
4(6’) = P(6') * Mul*-l. 
Since p( 6’)/q( 6’) 1s impulsive smooth, it follows that p(6’)/q(6’) = u + v, 
with u impulsive and u smooth, where u and v are unique. Then, u = 0 if 
and only if deg p(A) < deg q(A). 
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Due to the isomorphism of %?r with the field of rational functions, a 
square matrix M(A) with entries in [W(A) is invertible if and only if MC 6’) is 
invertible as a matrix with entries in g,-. 
Let fE.SY+ be such that f = u + o where u is impulsive and 0 E 
%([O, + m[>. The decomposition of f as the sum of an impulsive distribution 
and a continuous function in [0, +m[ is unique. For t > 0 we denote 
f(t) = v(t), and f(O + ) = ~(0 + >. 
B. Polynomials and Rational Fractions 
We define the degree of a nonzero rational fraction as 
P( A) 
deg - = 
9(A) 
deg P( A) - deg q( A) 
and deg0 = --CO. The index of a nonzero rational fraction equals 
= max{degq(A) - deg p(A) + 1,O). 
Also. we define the inverse index of a rational fraction as 
ii 
= max(deg p(A) - degq(A) + 1,O). 
Therefore, if p(A) and 9(A) are nonzero polynomials, ii( p( A)/9( A)) = 
ind(q( A)/p( A)). Ob serve that a rational fraction is strictly proper if its degree 
is < 0, or if its inverse index is 0. 
A pencil of matrices is a polynomial matrix of degree < 1. Let AA + B 
be a regular pencil of matrices [i.e., deli A A + B) + 01. Its eigenvalues are 
the roots of the polynomial det( AA + B). The index [20] of the pencil, 
ind( A A + B), is defined as the nilpotency index of its Kronecker form [ 111. 
Then it is easily derived that 
ind( AA + B) = 
where n is the order of the matrix AA + B and cij( A) is the rational fraction 
given by the element i, j of (AA + B)-I. Th’ is c h aracterization of the index is 
quite similar to the one given in [B, Proposition 31. 
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Let r(h), ,F( A) E C[ A] he 
r(A) = a,, + a, A + ... +cI,~A”, 11 > 1, a,, + 0, 
.s( A) = h,, + h, A + ... +h,,,A”‘, 1~1 > 1, b,,, f 0. 
Their resultant [lH] is 
0 ... b,,, b,,, , .*. b,, 
(4) 
Let a,,..., CY,, be the roots of r(A), and /3,, . . . , p,,, the roots of s(A). Then 
[I81 
R( r, s) = ((I,,) I”( /I,,,)” n ( czi - pi). 
i.j 
Also, 
R(r, .s) = (a,.)‘JLlfJss( q). (5) 
The last equation can be extended for deg r(A) = n > 1 and 0 < deg s(A) < 
111: We define the genrralized ruwltant of order rn, m 3 1, of two polynomi- 
als r(A) and ,s(A), K,,,(r, s), as the same determinant (41, but allowing 
deg s(A) < 171 [also, s(A) may he a constant different from 01. By continuity, 
from (5) it is easy to derive 
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Then R,(r, s) # 0 if and only if r(h) and s(A) are relatively prime. This is 
due to the fact that s( (ui) # 0, 1 < i < n, if and only if T and s have no 
common roots. 
C. Perturbations 
We will reserve the letter E for analytic perturbations, while A will be the 
polynomial variable. 
Let 9( E, A) be a polynomial in A whose coefficients are functions analytic 
in E in an open disc D c @ centered at E = 0, with upper bounded degree 
for E E U. We are going to show that there exists a neighborhood V C_ D of 
E = 0 such that deg Q(E, A) is constant in V \ IO}: If 9(&, A) = 0 for every 
E E D, this fact is obvious. Otherwise, let 
n= $I+ sup{degq(e,A):O<Isl<p). (6) 
This limit exists, since sup{deg 9(~, A): 0 < 1~1 < p} is finite, and it de- 
creases as p + 0 + . Also, notice that sup{deg 9(~, A): 0 < 1.~1 < p} E N. 
Let a,(e) be the coefficient of A” in 9(e, A). Then there exists a sequence 
(~~1~ tending to 0 + such that a,(.sk) # 0 Vk. Then a,(E) must be not zero 
for E # 0 in a neighborhood of E = 0, since it is analytic. By (6) it is easily 
seen that for E > 0 small enough, deg q(~, A) < n + 1. Hence, there exists a 
neighborhood V 3 0 such that deg 9( E, A) = n if E # 0. 
We define the perturbation order of 9(.5, A) as 
p-o.(9) = degq(Ea, A) - degq(0, A) 
where 0 # Ed E V. 
In the paper, by E ‘lk k E N \ {O}, we denote , 
&i/k = ‘mexp[i(Arg 8)/k]. 
Hence, if E E IF! and E > 0, then ~‘1~ E R and ~‘1 k > 0. If the coefficients 
of 9( E, A) are not analytic in E but analytic in E” k, it is clear that there 
exists a neighborhood V of E = 0 such that deg 9(~, A) is constant in V \ {O] 
too. Then the perturbation order of 9(~, A) is defined as above. 
Given the system (21, we define its perturbation order as the perturbation 
order of det[ AA(&) + B(E)]. We denote it as p.o.( AA + B). 
We will say that a perturbation is regular (singular) if the perturbation 
order is 0 (> 0). 
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3. PERTURBATIONS IN POLYNOMIALS AND 
RATIONAL FRACTIONS 
In this section we will derive some results about perturbations in polyno- 
mials and rational fractions which will be useful for studying perturbations in 
convolution fractions, due to the isomorphism between rational fractions and 
fractional impulses. 
The following theorem is mentioned in [16, p. 651. Also, it can be derived 
from [9, Theorem 8.14, Remarks 1 and 21: 
THEOREM 1. Let q(e, A) be a manic polynomial in A with complex 
coejjiicients analytic in E E U, where U c @ is a neighborhood of 0. Then 
there exists an open disc D c U centered at 0 such that t/E E D the roots of 
q(e, A) can be expressed as functions 
A,, ,(&I,. . . 3 A,,“$d 
A,,,(E), . . . > A,, .$d 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where Aj,j(s), i = 1,. . . , h, are analytic in D in E’/“c. Moreover, the 
functions hi j(~) can be written as 
Ai,j( e) = ai,” + ai,l( Wi)jE”n’ + ai,e( Wi)21e2’n’ + ‘.. , (7) 
where ai k Vk E N do not depend on j and oi = exp(27ri/ni). 
The series (7) is called a Puiseux series. Observe that A,, j(O> = aj,o for 
1 <j < n,. Hence a, o is a root of multiplicity > ni. A class of roots 
{Ai, ,(E), . . . , Ai, ,,$ E)) is called a period. 
Theorem 1 can be extended in the following way: 
THEOREM 2. Let q(e, A) be a polynomial in A with complex coeficients 
analytic in E E U, where U G @ is a neighborhood of 0. Suppose that 
q(e, A) f 0 Ve E U, and deg q(e, A) is constant Ve E U \ {O). Then there 
exists an open disc D c U centered at 0 such that the roots of q(E, A) in 
D \ {O) aregiven byfunctions Ai,j(~), 1 < i < h, 1 <j < n,, and l/~~,~(&), 
1 < i < 1, 1 <j < mi, which are defined in D, with pi,j(0) = 0 and P~,~(E) 
# 0 aj- E # 0, for all i, j. The roots of q(0, A) are hi, j(O), 1 < i < h, 
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1 <j =S n,. The functions Ai,j(~) are analytic in &‘/“t for E E D, and 
pi, j( E) are analytic in cl/ n’l for E E D. Ako, we have the Puiseux series 
hi,,(c) = ai,o + ai,l( GJ~)~E~‘~, + ai.2( q)2je2’nt + ... , 
(8) 
pi,j( &) = bi,, + bi,l( W,)jE1’“” + bi,,( Wi)2j~2’n” + .” . 
(9) 
[There are no functions pi, j( E) if deg 9( E, A) is constant in U. Observe that, 
for E # 0, deg 9(e, A) - deg 9(0, A) = rl + ... +r/.] 
Proof. Let n = deg 9(0, A), m = deg 9( E, A) if E # 0. By continuity, it 
is clear that n < m. Let c E C such that 9(0, c) z 0. Consider the polyno- 
mial 9( 5, A) = 9(~, A _+ c). Then 9(0,0> Z 0, and by continuity @(&,O) + 0 
if E E U c U, where U is a neighborhood of 0. We write 
G(E, A) = a,,(~)/i”’ + cr,,_i(~)A”‘~i + *** +CQ(E), 
where (Y~(E) are analytic in E. Now, consider the polynomial 
Q(E, A) = (Y,(E) + (Y,,_~(E)A + e.0 +cx,(E)A”‘. 
Since (Y,,(E) # 0 VE E 5, we can apply Theorem 1 to this polynomial. It is 
easy to check that l(c) E C is a nonzero root of q( E, A) if and only if 
I/~(E) is a root of G(E, A). Therefore, l/4’(~) + c is a root of 9(E, A) if 
and only if C(E) is a nonzero root of q(E, A). 
Observe that $0, A) has exactly m - n null roots and that no root of 
$E, A) is null if E # 0, as (Y,(E) # 0 for E # 0. If rl, j(E), 1 <j < n,, is a 
period of C$E, A), with T~,~(O) # 0 for i <j < n,, it follows that Ai,j(~) = 
l/q j(~) + c, 1 <j < n,, is a period of 9(E, A): By (71, we can write 
77,,j( E) = Gi(( o~)‘E~““) 
where Gi is an analytic function in some neighborhood of 0, with G,(O) # 0. 
Therefore, 
1 
Ai,j(E) = 
Gi(( o~)~E”~‘) + ‘- 
Now Equation (8) foll ows, since l/Gj + c is analytic in some neighborhood 
of 0. 
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If [,,j(~), 1 <j < nap, is a period of $8, A), with ti,j(0) = 0 for 
1 <j < mi, it follows that l/pi,,(&) = l/.$i,j(~) + c, 1 <j f mi, is a 
period of q(&, A) for E # 0: By (7), we can write 
(,,‘( &) = Hj(( oi)J""f~'~)' 
where Hi is an analytic function in a neighborhood of 0, with Hi(O) = 0. 
Therefore, 
Pi,.j(&) = 
H,(( oJJWL~) 
1 + CNl(( oJIF”-) 
Hence, pi, j(~) is analytic in E’/“‘~ in some neighborhood of E = 0, and (9) 
holds. n 
PKOPOSITION 1. With the assumptions and notation of Theorem 2, 
consider 
(with s,(E, A) = 1 ij d eg C&E, A) is constant in V). Then the coefficients of 
rj(E, A), 1 < i < h, and s~(E, A), 1 < i < 1, as polynomials in A are analytic 
in E E D, and there exists a function C(E) analytic in E E D, C(E) # 0 
VC E D (with C(E) = 1 ifq(&, A) is manic) such that 
q( .F, A) = c( &)r( 6, A)s( E, A), 
where r(c, A) = I-IF= ,ri(&, A), and S(E, A) = nf=lsi(&, A). 
Proof From Theorem 2 it is clear that the coefficients of ri(c, A) are 
analytic in E1/nc if 6 E D. Consider the new variable pi = ~~“‘1. Let d( pi) 
be a coefficient of ri(e, A). Then for every E = ( p,>“l in D we have 
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By Equation (8), a period of roots hi,j( E) (1 < j < n,) can be written as 
‘i,jCE) = F,(twi)‘Pi)a 1 <j Q n,, 
where F, is an analytic function in some neighborhood of 0. We choose 
N E N such that (~~1~ is a n,th primitive root of unity. Then 
(I((( ~i)““pi)> Fi(( ~~~)‘+~pi), . . . > F,(( Wi)“+‘Pi)) 
is a permutation of 
Since the coefficients of ri(&, A) are symmetric functions of the roots Ai,j(E) 
(I <j < n,), we get d( pi) = d((w,>‘b,). That is to say, 
Thus, d, = d&#“. Since (0~1~ is a n,th primitive root of unity, I - 
( wi)kN = 0 if and only if k is multiple of ni. Therefore, d, = 0 if k is not a 
multiple of n,. As a consequence, the coefficient d( pi) is analytic in E. 
Similarly, it is shown that the coefficients of si(&, A) are analytic in E. 
Let us consider 
~(E,A) = &(E)A~ + ... +&(E)A" + ... +/3,(e). 
It is easily seen that the function 
C(&) = &(&)( -ly-" ,GJf& (& + O), 40) = P,(O) t, i 
is such that, for all E E D, q(~, A) = C(E)T(E, A)s(&, A) and C(E) # 0 for all 
E E D. Assume that 
r( E, A)s( E, A) = Y,J &)A”’ + ... +x,( &)A” + *** + ?‘a(“) 
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with y,(O) = 1. Th en, from the above, P”(E) = c(E)Y,(E), and Y,(E) + 0 in 
some neighborhood of 0, since y,(O) = I. Thus, C(E) = &(&)/Y,(E) there. 
n 
Under the assumptions above, for E # 0, deg S(E, A) = p.o.(q). The roots 
of T(E, A) are the convergent roots of q(~, A), and the roots of S(E, A) are 
the divergent roots. Also, notice that the functions Ai,j(~), 1 < i Q h, 
1 < j < lzi, and pi, j( E), 1 < i < I, 1 -< j < m, are analytic in a common 
variable &ilN, with N E N \ {O]. 
If perturbations in the polynomial C&E, A) E lR[A] are restricted to real 
values of E, then C(E) and the polynomials T(E, A) and S(E, A) are real: This 
is due to the fact that all the roots of T(E, A) are convergent and all the roots 
of S(E, A) are divergent as E * 0. Then, if CY(E) E 62 \ [w is a root of 
T(E, A), it is a convergent root. Hence its conjugate root must be convergent 
too, so it is a root of T(E, A). Also, T(E, A) . 1s manic. Therefore, T(E, A) must 
be real. A similar argument applies to S(E, A), taking into account that its 
roots diverge and its zero degree coefficient is 1. Now, since T(E, A) and 
s( E, A) are real, C(E) is also real. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f<e, A) and g(e, A) be polynomials in A with 
complex coeflicients continuous (or analytic in ~‘1~) in E E U, where U c C 
is open. Suppose that deg f< e, A) is upper bounded in U, g(e, A) f 0 
VE E U, and deg g(E, A) is constant in U. Zf VE E U we have the polyno- 
mial division 
f(&, A) = g(&, A)q(&, A) + r(E, A), degr(E,A) <degg(~,A), 
then the coeficients of q(e, A) und r(e, A) are continuous (respectiueZy, 
analytic in ellN) in U. 
Proof. This result can be derived from the usual algorithm of division of 
polynomials. n 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r(e, A), S(E, A), p(e, A) E C[ A] with coefficients 
analytic in E E U, where U c C is open. Suppose that V.s E U, r(e, A) f 0, 
S(E, A) + 0, deg r(e, A) is constant in E, deg S(E, A) is upper bounded, and 
deg p(e, A) < deg[r(&, A) *s(E, A)]. y VIE E U r(e, A) and s(e, A) ure relu- 
tively prime, then VE E U there exist unique f(e, A), g(e, A) E C[A] with 
coeflicients analytic in E E U such that deg f(e, A) < deg r(e, A), 
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deg g(E, A) < deg S(E, A), and 
P(&l A) 
r( E, A)s( F, A) 
_ f(&>A) I g(&,A) 
r( E, A) s( 8, A) * (10) 
Moreover, if U = V \ {EJ, where V is open, and the coejkients of r-C&, A) 
and S(E, A) have a pole in Ed, then the coeficients off<&, A), g(e, A) have a 
pole at E = Ed. 
REMARKS. 
(a) fC&, A), g(.s, A), or p(e, A) may be zero. In this case, we take its 
degree as --CO. 
(b) S(E, A) may be a constant. Then it is understood that T(E, A) and 
S(E, A) are relatively prime too. 
(c) We assume that a pole may be a removable singularity. 
Proof. The case deg r(e, A) = 0 is trivial. For n := deg r(e, A) > 1, we 
shall prove that if r(e, A) and S(E, A) are relatively prime, there exist 
polynomials f<&, A) and g( E, A) such that 
r( e, A)g(E, A) + s( E, A)f(e> A) = P(&> A). (11) 
We denote 
r(e, A) = anA” + an_iAn-i + ... +a,, a, # 0, v&, 
s( E, A) = b,A” + b,_,A”-i + ... +b,, 
~(8, A) = ~,+,_ih~+~-’ + ~,+,_~h”‘+~-’ + ... +c,, 
f(e, A) = d,_,A”-’ + d,_,Anp2 + -a. +d,, 
g(c, A) = em_iAm-’ + e,_2A”‘-2 + ... +e,, 
where m > deg S(E, A) ve E U and all the coefficients of the polynomials r, 
s, p, f, and g depend analytically on E E U. It is straightforward to check 
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that Equation (11) is equivalent to 
Cl ,, a,, _ , . . . 
0 0,) (I,,- I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... 
b,,, b,,, I . . . 
0 b,,, b,,, I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 .** 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
flrr 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
h,t 
% 0 . . . 0 
. . . (I,) *.* 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
u ,,-I **- ... “0 
b,, 0 ... 0 
. . . b,, ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
h ,,,-, --- ... b,, 
-7 
e. 
4-l 
d,-2 
d,, 
r 
C ,n + n - I 
C,,+,-2 
= 
51 
where the superscript T denotes transposition. The first matrix of the above 
equation is the matrix which defines the generalized resultant of order m of 
T(E, A) and s( E, A) in Equation (4). This matrix is regular, since T(F, A) and 
~(6, A) are relatively prime tl.s E U. Then f(&, A) and g(E, A) are uniquely 
determined and are analytic v& E U, and it is clear that Equation (10) holds. 
Therefore, f(&, A) and g(&, A) are the polynomials which we were looking 
for, since deg f( E, A) < n - 1, and from (11) 
G m={deg[dc, A)f( 6, A)], deg p( E, A)] 
G m={deg[s(s, A)f(g, A)],deg[r(s,A)s(&,A)] - I} 
< deg[ r( 8, A)s( 6, A)] - I. 
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That is to say, n + deg g(.s, A) < n + deg S(E, A) - I. Hence deg g(e, A) 
< deg S(E, A). 
From our analysis it is also clear that if V = U \ {E,,}, the coefficients of 
f<&, A),&, A) h ave a pole at ,5 = EO. W 
Notice that Proposition 3 can be extended to the case where the coeffi- 
cients of the polynomials are analytic in .s ‘1’ N E Z, N > 0, instead of .s. , 
4. REGULAR PERTURBATIONS IN CONVOLUTION FRACTIONS 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P(E, A), q(~, A) E [w[ A] with coeficients continu- 
ous in E E U, where U c R is a neighborhood of 0. Suppose that VE E U, 
deg 9c.5, A) = n and deg p( E, A) < m. Let h E N be such that 
h ~ i i  P(&A 
i  i  9(E) A) 
V&E u. 
Let u(t) be a real e’([O, +m[) function, where 0, h - 1 < s < 00. Then 
V& E u 
P(&> 8’) 
9(&T 6’) 
*u = g, + d(E, a’), 
where f,(t) is a kY([O, +m[) function oft, and g,(t) is a E’7Y”-k([0, +m[) 
function oft; C(E, A) and d(E, A) are polynomials of A of degree < m - n 
with real coeflicients continuous in E. Furthermore, Vt > 0 
jiFOfE(t) =fo(t), 
lim gE(t) = go(t) 
E-0 
unifo;formly in [O, T], whereO<T< +a. 
Proof. 
(a) First we consider the case m < n. Then we write 
fE = 
P(&> 6’) 
9( E, 8’) ’ 
C(E,%) =o 
P( e, 8’) 
k?E = y(E, g) *u, d( .s, 8’) = 0. 
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Since deg q(.s, A) = n V.s E U, we can assume that q(~, A) is a manic 
polynomial V.9 E U. W e will prove the theorem for 8(i)/q(~, 6’) a(‘)/ 
q(E, a’)* u, for 0 < i < n - 1. 
Let v, E F’([O, + m[) be the solution of the differential equation 
(12) 
where d/dt is the classical derivative in R+, with initial values ‘Ly (0 + ) = 0 
ifO<i<n-2and iniJ’ (0 + ) = 1. By (3), we have that aCi) * v), = ‘t’, 
if 0 < i < n - 1, and 6’“’ * vE = ‘ii + 6. Therefore, 
q( E, 8’) * 0, - 
Hence v, = LS/q(E, S’>, ‘t’, = iSci)/q(c, 8’) for 1 < i < n - 1. Then, since 
v, is the solution of the regularly perturbed differential equation (12) we 
derive that 
lim ‘2 E (t) = ‘A’ (t) 0 ) O<i<n-1, E-0 
uniformly in [0, T]. 
Let wE E E”‘([O, + w[) be the solution of the differential equation 
(13) 
(i) 
with initial values ~~(0 + ) = 0 if 0 < i < n - 1, i.e., w,(t) = /,‘~,(t - 
r)u(r) d7. By (3), we have that ~5~‘) * w, = ‘zE , 0 < i < n. Therefore, 
q( E, 8’) *WE = q 
Hence, w, = [a/q( E, s’)] * u. Therefore, 
A(i) 
4(&, 6’) 
*u = a(‘)*w 
E 
= ‘2 
E 
CONVERGENCE OF 
Then, since UI~ is the 
(13), we derive that 
lim 
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solution of the regularly perturbed differential equation 
(i) 
we(t) = (i,(t), O<i<n--1, 
, 
uniformly in [0, T]. 
(b) If m z n, applying Proposition 2, we divide p(~, A) by 9(&, A) and 
we obtain 
PC&, A) r( 6, A) 
9(&, A) 
=c(.s,A) + - 
9(&, A) ’ 
where the coefficients of c( E, A) and r(.s, A) are continuous in E and 
deg r-C&, A) < deg 9( E, A), deg C(E, A) < m - n. We denote 
C(E, A) = b,_“(.e)A”‘-” + 6,,,_._r(~)A”‘-“-~ + ... +b,(~), 
where bk(&) are continuous in E. We also denote fE = T(E, a’)/q(&, 8’). 
Then 
m--n ll-fl 
C(&, 6’)*u = c bi(&)tP = C bi(&) ‘t + C s(j) 
i=o i=O i 
i-l 
(i-;-i) (o +) . 
j=o 1 
Therefore, we have 
?-( E, 8’) m--n 
g, = 
9(&> 6’) 
*u + c b,(s):), 
i=O 
m--n i-l 
d(&, 6’) = C C h,(+WC?(o +). 
i=l j=O 
Applying (a), we derive the uniform convergence of f,(t) and g,(t). n 
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5. SINGULAR HOMOGENEOUS PERTURBATIONS IN 
CONVOLUTION FRACTIONS 
LEMMA 1. Let U G [w he a neighborhood of 0, and let p : U + @ be a 
function which can be written as 
j&U(&) = &))+y(E) 
where m, N E 72, m, N > 0, and ji(~) is continuous in U, with i;(O) # 0. 
Then, Vk E Z, 
1 
(a) Zf lim Re - = +m, then 
E’Of l-4&) 
1 
(b) Zf lim Re ~ = 
&+(I+ EL(E) 
- 00, then lim ~“/~exp 
&+o+ 
Proof. t/E > 0, we write 
Now, the lemma can be easily checked. n 
In Lemma 1, observe that the assumption in (a) is equivalent to Re L;(O) 
> 0, and the assumption in (b) is equivalent to Re /2(O) < 0. 
THEOREM 3. LA r)(F, A), q(.?, A) E NAI with coejficients analytic in 
E E U, where U c R is a neighborhood of 0. Suppose that the degree of 
p(c, A) and q(E, A) is upper bounded in U, and q( E, A) f 0 YE E U. 
Suppose that the real parts of the divergent roots of q(s, A) tend to --m as 
E + 0 + . Then, Vt E R, t > 0, 
lim (‘(&“” )(t) = (iii: ~~~)~tj. 
E-O+ q( E, 8’) 
Moreover, the convergence is uniform in [T,, T ] c R where 0 < T, < T < 
+a. 
Proof. There exists a neighborhood V c U of 0 such that deg q( E, A) is 
constant for E E V \ {O]. By Proposition 1 we have 
q(E, A) = c(E)r(E, A)s(E, A), 
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where C(E) is an analytic function in E in an open disc D c U centered at 0, 
C(E) f 0 VE E D; ~$8, A) E R[h] 1s a monk polynomial with analytic coeffi- 
cients in E E D whose roots are the convergent roots of q(.s, A), and 
S(E, A) E R[ A] has analytic coefficients in E E D and its roots are the 
divergent roots of q(.s, A). Then we can write 
S(E, A) = I5 [l - PI(” (14) 
where pj(&) f 0 (E # O), 1 < j < M, are complex functions analytic in 
&r/N O<NEZ,VCED. 
iy linearity, we only need to prove the theorem for p(.s, A) = P(.s)AJ. 
Let h be the maximum inverse index of p(.s, A)/y(.s, A) in E E D. Then 
PC&> A) /3( E)A~-~ 
9(&> A) = ““c(,)+, A)s(E, A) ’ 
where j - h may be positive or negative. Then /3(e)Ajph/c(~)r(s, ME, A) 
is a strictly proper rational function (i.e., its inverse index is 0). 
Let 
;(&,A) = 
r(E, A) if j-h>O, 
Ah-+( E, A) if j-h<O. 
Since the roots of F(E, A) and S(E, A) are different for E > 0 small enough, 
we can assume that they are relatively prime. If E = 0, they are also relatively 
prime, because ~(0, A) = 1. Therefore, Proposition 3 can be applied: VE E D, 
fi(~)Aj-~/c(~)r(~, A)s(E, A) can be written as 
p( ~)hj-~ f(&> A) g(c7 A> 
c( s)r( E, A)s( E, A) = c( c):( E, A) + s( E, A) ’ 
where f(c, A), g(~, A) E R[A] h ave coefficients analytic in 6 E D and their 
degrees are lower than the degrees of ?(E, A) and S(E, A) respectively. Then 
g(0, A) = 0, since ~(0, A) = 1. We have, with p(~, A) = P(&)Aj, 
PC&, 8’) tiCh’ * f( E, 6’) 
+ 
L3Ch) * g( E, 6’) 
q(c, 6’) = c( &)?( E, 8’) S(&,F) . (15) 
r=C I=? 
dxa(3)C’Y? z 3 = (3) (” ‘3)s 
YU ,Fv (,s ‘312 
u! alod E a,wq (y ‘3)Yp 30 swapg3aco 
, 
put '(O} \ Q 3 3A N/r3 u! nwp~ svawjjaon aq [y]3 3 (y ‘3)Yp araqfi 
I=? 
‘,,[Y(W~ - I] u = (Y ‘3)s 
‘N 
SE (~1) uogEnb3 33~~ UKI am aauaH ‘(0) 
\ Q 33A(3@ =(3)'r'JO c# I j! {O} \ Q 3 3VfJ (3)'d#(3)!d JayUa WqJ 
auxnsse uw 9~ ‘uayJ 'pa~qos! ale N ,1 3 u! og4p1~ suogaunj 30 so.raz aqJ 
‘[J‘OJL] ul &uJoj!un 0 0~ 
sa%aAuo3 uo~~~eg uo!JnIoAuoD puoaas aql JFYJ ~0~s 0~ XIuo su!eruaJ $! ‘snqL 
.~ue~suoa s! (y ‘3)h Sap anu!s ‘0 c 3 SE [J ‘“~1 ur +uloj!un (,g ‘o)*(o)2 
169 ‘O)S* (y)Q 03 sa%.raAuoD uor+enba aAoqe aq3 30 ap!s pu~q JI@I aq3 uo 
UO!JYLI~ uognIo,won $s.u3 aq$ p uo!J!sodold xq ‘JURJSUOD SF (y ‘3)~ 8ap aau!g 
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If we denote the smooth part of a(h) *[g(E, a’)/~(&, S’)] by yE, then by 
Leibniz’s formula we obtain 
y,(t) = 5 5 jkl Ck,j,m(E)exP & 
i 1 
tj- I-m 
’ 
k=l j=l m=O 
where 
'k,j,tn(') = ’ ( 1 'k,j(')(j - l>! m pk( c)h-"'(j - 1 - m)! ’ 
Now, Vt E [To, T] we have 
ck, j, ,( 8) is analytic in E ‘IN in D/(0]. Then, by Lemma 1, the right hand 
side of this inequality converges to 0 as E + 0 + . Hence YE(t) + 0 uni- 
formly in [T,, T]. n 
Compare Equation (15) with the usual study of singular perturbation 
problems: the first convolution fraction on the right hand side of (15) can be 
considered as the outer expansion, and the last convolution fraction as the 
inner expansion. 
6. SINGULAR NONHOMOGENEOUS PERTURBATIONS IN 
CONVOLUTION FRACTIONS 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, consider the polynomial q(.s, A). 
Then Re pj(.s) and Im /_+(E) are real analytic functions of ,sljN in a 
neighborhood U c IF8 of E = 0. Hence, there exists a neighborhood of E = 0 
in Iw such that either /_L~(E) is real for any E # 0 in the neighborhood or it is 
not real for E # 0. Therefore, it makes sense to distinguish between the real 
divergent roots of q(~, A) and the complex (not real) divergent roots of 
q(c, A). We define the complex perturbation order of q(c, A) as the number 
of pairs of complex conjugate divergent roots of q(.c, A) as E + 0 + . We 
denote it as c.p.o.(q). 
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Also, given the system (2) with A(E) and B(E) analytic in E in some 
neighborhood of 0, we define its con&~ perturbation order as the complex 
perturbation order of det[ A A( c) + B(E)]. We denote it as c.p.o.( AA + B). 
TIIEOHEM 4. Let pb, A), c/(.5, A) E NAI with coefficients analytic in 
E I / N if E E U, where U c R is CL neighborhood of E = 0. Suppose that the 
deg p( F, A) ar~l deg q( E, A) are upper hounded for e E U and ~(0, A) = 0, 
~(0, A) = 1. Suppose that the red parts of all the roots of q(E, A) tend to 
- 02 as E + 0 + . Let h E 27, /l > 0 he .such that If& E U 
h a deg p( F, A) + c.p.o.( q). (16) 
Let u(t) he (1 ‘Z”‘([O, + m[) fi~nction. Then, Vt E [w, t > 0, 
unifkmly in any interd [T,,, T] c R, 0 < T,, < T < + 00. 
Proof. There exists a neighborhood V 2 U of 0 such that deg q(e, A) is 
constant in V \ (0). Then we can write 
where /..L~(E) is a complex function analytic in E’/~’ v.s E D, ~~(0) = 0, and 
C(E) is analytic in 8 E D with c(O) = 1. 
By the remark above, we can write 
q( E, A) = c( e)f,( e, A) ... f,l( &, A)g,( 6, A) *** g,( E, A), 
where fi<c, A) are prime polynomials in R of degree 1 and gj(.s, A) are 
prime polynomials in 53 of degree 2. That is to say, 
fi(e, A) = 1 - pi(~)& j.q( .c) real, 
gj(E, A) = [I - Pj(E)A][l -Ej(&)A], pj( c) not real. 
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The following lemma will be proved later: 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions and notation above: 
(a) Zf u, E %NO, +4 and tic converges uniformly to 0 in [O, T] as 
E -+ 0 + , then 
unifoormly in [0, T]. 
(b) If ZjE E E"'([O, +4 and o,, 6, converge uniformly to 0 in [O, T I as 
E + 0 + , then 
i 
6 
.%+ gj( E, 8’) 
*us (t) = 0 
i 
unifoformly in [0, T]. 
(c) If vE E ‘Sm([O, +m[> (where m = c.p.o.(9)), ‘LL (0 + ) = 0 for 0 < 
k<m-lifm>l,and 
&l+ t;(t) = 0 if O<k<m 
uniformly in [O, T], then 
i 
6 
.%+ 9( E, 6’) 
*u, (t) = 0 
1 
unifoformly in [0, T]. 
Let us continue the proof of Theorem 4. We write 
p(&, A) = a,v(E)hS + a,_l(E)h”P1 + ... +a,(&), 
where ak(E) is analytic in E ‘IN if E E D, and ak(0) = 0, 0 < k < s. By (161, 
we can assume h > s + m. Consider the following function: 
th 
w(t) = u(0 +) + u(0 +)t + ... +(2(0 +):. 
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(k) (k) 
Observe that w (0 + ) = u (0 + ) for 0 < k < h. Then 
PC&> 8’) PC&? 8’) PC E, 6’) 
9(&, 8’) 
*u = 
9b 6’) 
* u-w ( I+ 9(&, 6’) *w* 
The second summand on the right hand side is 
PC El 8’) P( E, 6’) 
9(&> 6’) *w = 9(&, 6’) 
* U(o+); +li(0+)$ + 
i 
a** +:hl’(0 +)& . 
i 
By Theorem 3, this distribution converges uniformly to 0 in [Z’,,, T]. Consider 
the first summand: 
PC&> 6’) s 
9(&T 6’) 
*(u -w) = 
9( 6, 6’) 
*[ p(c, S’)*(u -w)]. 
We have 
p(.9, S’)*(u -w ) = i ak(&)s(k)*(ff -w) 
= k$+( +dk’ - tdk)) = kf+ c)( ‘iti’ - “), 
(k) 
since ( u - 
(k) 
w x0 + ) = 0, 0 < k < s < h. Therefore, 
PC&> 6’) 
9(&z 8’) 
*(u -w) = k k=O +;.q *[“k(cf:’ - ‘)I. 
Now, by assertion (c) of Lemma 2, the theorem is proved. n 
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Proof of Lemma 2. (a): We have 
Then, if we denote C, = max 0 d * < r Iv,( x)1, taking into account that Pi(E) 
< 0 for E small enough, we obtain 
=C.[hP(-&)] GCE. 
Now, since C, --f 0, (a) is clear. 
(b): Let l/p&j(~) = U(E) + ib(~) [hence U(E) + --OO as E -+ 0 + and 
b(s) # 01. Then 
s 
[s-/Lj(.)S’]*[s-Ti,(&)s’] 
Fj(E)Pj(E) [ '/Pj(&> - “1 * [ '/Pj('> - “‘I 
= I+)” + w21 p! _ u(+;*2 + q&y 
This distribution is smooth on R+, and for t > 0 it equals 
u(e)” + b(e)” 
b(E) 
exp[a( tz)t] sin[b( s)t]. 
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Therefore, 
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u(c)’ + h(c)” 1 
h( ) 
6 
/exp[n(E)x]sin[b(E)r]~,(t-xX)&. 
0 
Integrating by parts and taking into account that a primitive of (A2 + 
B2)[exp( AX) sin( Bx)] is 
/ (A2+B2)exp(Ax)sin(Br)clx=exp(Ax)[Asin(Bx) -Bcos(Bx)], 
we derive 
i 
s 
(s-CLj(E)~')*(S-CLI(E)~') 
*v1), (t) I 
= &[exp{a(C)“) {u(s)sin[h(F)x] - h(G)cos[b(s)x]} 
xv,(t - 41; 
+&I’exp{a(c)X} {a(E)sin[b(s)x] - b(s)cos[b(s)x]} 
0 
XtiE( t - Is) dx. (17) 
Let us consider the last summand on the right hand side of (17). We 
denote 
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Taking into account that Isin[b(s)x]l < Ib(~)xl < lb(&)TI, we obtain 
-b(E)COS[b(&)X]}lj& -x) czx 
<j&i; exp[4E)xl [I4&)b(s)TI +Ih(~)llD,~~ 
= * I44w~>T +b@)I 
E I44II~w 11 - exPb<+ll 
~ * l+yq+ +l@)I 
E I44IM~)I =++ A). 
Since la(&)1 + +m, we have D,[T + l/lu(.s>I] + 0 as 8 + 0 + . Thus, the 
second integral on the right hand side of (17) converges to 0 uniformly in 
[O, T I. 
The first summand on the right hand side of (17) is 
&exp[u(&)t] {u(E)sin[b(E)t] -b(~)cos[h(~)t]}~,(O +) 
+ o,(t). (18) 
We shall show that there exists P E [w such that 
&exp[u(c)‘] (u(E)sin[b(&)t] -h(F)cos[h(C)t]}l <P 
Vt E [0, T] and v.s. The value of the function 
&exp[u(c)‘]{u(.s)sin[“(.s)“] -b(E)cos[6(E)t]} (19) 
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at t = 0 is - 1. The value at t = T is 
By Lemma 1, this expression converges to 0 as E -+ 0 + . In particular, it is 
bounded in E. Now we will determine the relative extremes of the function 
(19) in 10, T[. The derivative of (19) is 
u(e)” + b(c)” 
b(E) 
exp[a(E)t] sin[b(e)t], 
which vanishes only for t = t, such that sin[b(s)t,] = 0. The value of (19) at 
t, is 
--exp[a(E)tl] cos[b(E)tl], 
and its modulus is < 1. Hence the existence of P is proved. 
Now, we have 
&exp[a(.s)t] {a(c)sin[b(c)t] - b(E)cos[b(E)t]) 
X%(0 +) + f&(t) 
< Plv,(O +)I +lzj,(t>l < D,(l + P). 
Therefore, (18) converges to 0 uniformly in [O, T]. 
(c): We will apply induction on m. For m = 0, (c) holds: By assertion (a) 
it is easily checked (by induction on n, and using the associativity of 
convolution) that 
6 6 
Z, := * *** * 
fl( E, 8’) f,( E, 6’) * v6 
converges uniformly to 0 in [0, T] ‘f 1 v, is continuous with uniform limit to 0 
in [O, T]. If m = 1, by (31, 
6 s 
z(l) = f l ( ~ ,  s,) * **- * f ” ( E ,  s,) * ZjE = i, + ZE(O +)s = i, E 
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as z,(O + ) = 0. H ence, as (c) is valid for m = 0, z, and i, converge 
uniformly to 0 (E + 0 + ) on [0, T]. Applying (b) then proves (c) for m = 1. 
Suppose that (c) holds for m - 1. Let u, E E”“([O, +m[) such that 
(k) 
u,(0+) =o if O<k<m-l 
with 
lim E:(1) = 0 if O<k<m 
&+O+ 
uniformly in [0, T]. We check that the hypotheses of the case m - 1 apply to 
WE := [8/g&, S’)] * ul),. It is clear that wE E %Y([O, + m[). For every j 
between 0 and m, 
6 
,(j) = s(j) * w, = * .(j) = 
6 (j) 
E t%d~~ 6’) & g,,,( E, 6’) * uc : 
as ‘:: (0 + ) = 0 for 0 < k < m - 1. On the other hand, w,(O + ) = 0, so 
that ~2’) = &__, and hence ~2) = ‘ZE , etc. It follows that, for 0 <j < m, 
,(j) = ($ (j) 
(j” & ’ 
and (thus) w, (0 + ) = 0. Next, for every 0 -< j < m - 1, 
WE = 8/g,(~, a’>* ‘ii converges to 0 (E + 0 + ) uniformly on [0, T] by 
(b). Thus, it is clear that w, satisfies the requirements of(c) for m - I. 
Now consider 
1 ( 6 6 6 6 
=- * *a* * 
a(&> fl(&> 6’) f”( E, 6’) * g1( E, 6’) * ... * g,_ 1( E, 8’) 1 
i 
6 
* g,(&,S’) *OS .i 
Applyi g d t’ n m UC ion, it follows that [ 8/q(.s, S’)] * V, converges uniformly to 0 
in [0, T], and (c) is proved. n 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the distribution 
p( E, 6’) ‘523’ 
q( E, 8’) = (8’8’ + 6)*2 
with H > 0, where p.(q) = 2 and c.p.o.(q) = 0. It is clear that this distribu- 
tion satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4. Let 
u(t) = (T - t)” with Z’ > 0, k > 0, if t E [0, T]. 
It is easy to derive 
We denote a = l/c”. Then 
We also denote 
PC&, 6’) 
YE = I/( E, 6’) 
*u. 
The value of this distribution at t = T is 
Changing variables (=. = ax), we obtain 
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lim 
/ 
QT 
e --Zk dz = r(k + l), 
a++= a 
lim 
/ 
UT 
e --zk+’ dz = r(k + 2). 
a++= () 
From Equation (201, we derive that if 1 - k - l/n > 0, 
lim y,(T) = --oo, 
E-O+ 
since lYk + 1) - IYk + 2) = -kT(k + 1) < 0 if k > 0. If 1 - k - l/n = 
0, 
lim y,(T) = F( k + 1) - F( k + 2) # 0. 
&+O+ 
If 1 - k - l/n < 0, 
lim y,(T) = 0. 
E-+0+ 
Theorem 4 says that if u(t) is continuously differentiable (h B l), the 
solution converges. Observe that u(t) = (T - t)k (T > 0, k > 0) is continu- 
ously differentiable on [0, T ] ‘f 1 and only if k 2 1. On the other hand, the 
condition 1 - k - l/n > 0 implies k < 1. 
There are also examples with c.p.o.(q) z 0 which show that the regularity 
condition h > deg p(.s, A) instead of (16) in Theorem 4 does not guarantee 
convergence (with other assumptions of Theorem 4 unchanged) [23]. 
THEOREM 5. Let p(e, A), q(.s, A) E [W[h] with coeficients analytic in 
E E U, where U c R is a neighborhood of 0. Suppose that deg p(~, A> and 
deg 9( E, A) are upper bounded f or E E U. Suppose that 9c.7, A) # 0 t/E E U. 
Suppose that the real parts of the divergent roots of 9( E, A) tend to - m as 
E + 0 + . Let h E Z, h > 0 be such that V.Y E U 
h ~ i i  P(&>A) 
i  I 9(&T A) + p.o.(9) + c.p.o.(9) - 1. (21) 
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Let u(t) be a ‘i@Y[O, +m[) function. Then 
lim ( ptE’6’) *U)(t) = [~~S:~~~ *U)(t) 
&+O+ 9( E, 8’) 
unifb-dyfort E [T,,T] c IF!, 0 < T, < T < +m. 
ProoJ: Operating as in Theorem 3, we derive that 
9( 8, A> = c( c)r( 8, A)s( &, A), 
where C(E) is a function analytic in E E D c U, C(E) # 0 V& E D; T(E, A) 
E R[h] is a manic polynomial with analytic coefficients in 6 E D whose 
roots are the roots of q(.s, A) that converge to a finite value as E -+ 0; and 
s(&, A) E [w[ A] has analytic coefficients in E E D and its roots are the 
divergent roots of 9(~, A), with ~(0, A) = 1. Observe that if E # 0 then 
deg S(E, A) = p.o.(9). 
By linearity, we only need to prove the theorem for 
p( E, A) = /3( .s)A.i. 
we denote the maximum inverse index of p(~, M/9(&, N in E E D by k. 
Then 
P(&> A) p( &)Aj_k 
9(&> A) = ‘tr(+(~, A)s(E, A) ’ 
where j - k may be positive or negative. It is clear that P(.s)Aji-k/ 
C(E)T(E, A)s(E, A) is a strictly proper rational fraction. 
By Proposition 3, /?( .s>Aj-k/c(&)r(s, A)s( E, A) can be decomposed ana- 
lytically in the following way: 
P(&)Aj_k f( E, A) 
c( .s)r( E, A)s( E, A) = c( .s)?=( E, A) + 
g(s, A) 
s(&, A) ’ 
where 
?(&,A) = 
r( 6, A) if j-k>O, 
Ak-jr( E, A) if j-k<O, 
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and f(e, A), g(e, A) E WA] h ave analytic coefficients in E E D and their 
degrees are lower than the degrees of ?( E, A) and s( E, A) respectively. We 
derive that g(0, A) = 0, since ~(0, A) = 1. We also have, with p(~, A) = 
P(E)A’, 
PC&, 6’) e*f(&, 8’) f3Ck) * g( E, S’) 
4(&T 6’) *u = C(&)F(&, 6’) *u + s( E, 6’) * 24. (22) 
By Proposition 4, the first summand on the right hand side of (22) converges 
to [ CVk) * f(0, S’)/c(O)?(O, S’)] * tf uniformly in [T,, T] as E + 0 + [from 
(21), h > k - I]. Since g(E, A)/s(E, A) is a strictly proper rational fraction 
VE. 
h > deg s( E, A) + k - 1 + c.p.o.( q) 2 deg Akg( 6, A) + c.p.o.(q). 
Hence, by Theorem 4 the second summand of (22) converges uniformly to 0 
in [T,, T]. n 
7. SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS IN SINGULAR SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 6. Let U c R be a neighborhood of 0. Let A(E), B(E), and 
C(E) be square real matrices analytic in E E U, and x,(0 - ) a column 
vector analytic in E E U. Let 
4 &I xc (I) + B( E)X, = C( E)U + 6A( &)xE(O -) (23) 
be a system of difirential equations in g’+ , with det[ AA(O) + B(O)] f 0. 
Let h E Z, h > 0 be such that V.Y E U 
h > ind( AA( &) + B( &)) + p.o.( AA + B) + c.p.o.( AA + B) 
Suppose that u E ‘&([O, + 4. 
(1) If the real parts of the divergent eigenvalues tend to - ~0 as E 
then Vt > 0 
lim x,(t) =x,(t). 
&+O+ 
1. 
(24 
o+, 
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Moreover, the convergence is uni@-m in any interval [T,,, T] C R, 0 < T,, < 
T< +m. 
(2) Zf the system (23) h as a divergent eigenvalue whose real part does not 
tend to --oc, as E + 0 + , then there are initial values x(0 - ) constant in E 
such that there exists t > 0 with 
lirn xs( t) # x,,(t). 
E--10+ 
Furthermore, there are initial values x(0 - ) constant in E such that for any 
interval (0, T] G R there is a set S c (0, T] of Lebesgue measure > 0 such 
that 
lirn x,(t) f -r,,(t) 
E-of 
ift E S. 
Proof. (1): Equation (23) is equivalent to 
#A( 8) * X, + 6B( &) * x, = C( &)u + 6A( &)x,(0 -). 
Therefore. 
= [BOA + B(E)]*-‘A(+,(0 -) 
+[#A(&) + 6B(e)]*-’ *X(E)*U. (25) 
We denote by n the order of the system (231, and let q(~, A) = 
det[hA(E) + B(E)]. Any coefficient of the matrix [ hA( E) + 
B(E)]-‘A(s)x,(O - ) can be written as pi(&, N/9(&, A), 1 < i 6 n, where 
pik A), pb, A) E NAI h we analytic coefficients in E E U. The assump- 
tions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, since q(.s, A) z 0 in a neighborhood of 
E = 0, deg pi(c, A) < n, deg 9( E, A) < n, and the real parts of the divergent 
roots of q( E, A) tend to - 00 as 6 + 0 + . Therefore, 
Pi(&, 6’) 
2+ 9(&, 8’) = 
Pi(O, “) 
9(O,S’) 
uniformly for t E [T,, T], and the first summand on the right hand side of 
(25) converges uniformly in [T,,, T] as E + 0 + . 
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Also, the elements of [ 6’A(s) + sB(s)]*- ’ * ~C(F)* u can be written as 
2 Ftj(', ‘1 
j=, q( E, A) 
*u ) 
.’ 
l<i<n. 
We can apply Th eorem 
deg q(c, A) < n, and 
5 to [ c,j(~, 6’)/y(s, S’)]* u,, since deg plj(.s, S’), 
h ~ i i  ?y*y 
i  1 6, + p.o.(q) + c.p.o.(q) - 1, 
because ind( A A(E) + B(E)) 2 ii( ~?J,,(E, h)/q(.c, A)). Therefore, the second 
summand on the right hand side of (25) converges to [ S’A(0) + SS(O)]*- ’ * 
6C(O)* u, and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
(2): First we consider the homogeneous case, i.e. u = 0. Let AI(&) be a 
divergent eigenvalue whose real part does not tend to --x. Suppose that for 
any initial value x(0 - ) there is an interval (0, T] such that 
lim x,(t) = x()(t) a.e. t E(O, T]. 
E-o+ 
Let e, = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)’ with the 1 in the ith position, for 1 < i < n. 
Let T, > 0 be such that 
,by+ ‘.5iCt) = x().,(t) a.e. t E (0, T,] , 
where x, i is the solution of (23) with u = 0 and initial values e,. Then, if 
T = minI‘.i.,, T,, we derive that the elements of the matrix 
@A(E) + ~B(E)]*-‘A(E) (26) 
converge to those of [ S’A(0) + SS(O)]*- ‘A(O) as E + 0 + a.e. t E (0, T], 
since x, i is the ith column of the matrix (26). 
For every E, let Z)(E) be a unitary eigenvector of the system (23) with 
eigenvalue A,(s), i.e., 1]2;(&)]] = 1 and 
[A,(c)A(s) + B(E)]+) = 0 V& 
[observe that D(E) may be complex]. Then it is easily seen that 
exp[A,(c)tl ( > ‘. u E 1s a solution of (23) with u = 0 and initial values D(E). 
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There exist CT E Iw and ( E~}~ such that lim k -rm Ed = 0, .sk > 0, and 
Re A,j( Ek) > u, (27) 
as Aj< E) is a divergent eigenvalue whose real part does not tend to - QJ as 
E + 0 + . Since llu(.sk)ll = 1, there is a subsequence {E~_}~ such that 
I&k”Nrn converges to a complex vector U. To simplify the notation, we 
assume that this subsequence is the original sequence (~~1~. Then for a.e. 
t E (0, T] the following limit exists: 
and it equals {[ S’A(0) + 6B(O)]*-‘A(O)}(t)v. Therefore, the following limit 
exists a.e. t E (0, T] too: 
Hence the following limit is also defined a.e. t E (0, T]: 
(29) 
Therefore, there exists p E 1w such that Re A,< Q) < p. With (27), this 
implies that {Re Aj(,sk)h is bounded. Then, since Aj(&) is a divergent 
eigenvalue, 
lim IIm Aj(ck)I = +m. 
k-m 
(SO) 
From (27) and the existence of the limits (28) and (29), we derive that the 
following limit exists a.e. t E (0, T]: 
fiS exp{i[Im A,( ~)]t}. 
Let us consider the functions 
h(t) = exP{i[Im A/(Ek)]t}. 
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We denote a.e. t E (0, T ] 
f(t) = jykw. (31) 
From the Lebesgue convergence theorem and (301, for all a, b E [w such that 
O<a<b<T, 
e-2 = lim 
k+x h A,( Ek) 
(q{i[Im Aj(&k - exp{i[Im ‘j(Ek)]a}) 
= 0. 
Therefore, f(t) = 0 a.e. t E (0, T]. Th is is a contradiction, since If(t)] = 1 
a.e. t E (0, T], by (31). H ence, the second part of the theorem is proved if 
U = 0. 
Let us consider the case u # 0. Let YE be the nonhomogeneous solution 
of (23) with zero initial values. Let ~(0 - ) be initial values constant in E 
such that for any interval (0, T] the homogeneous solution of (231, zE, does 
not converge a.e. t E (0, T] to za. 
If YE is such that for any interval (0, T] c R there is a set S c (0, T] of 
Lebesgue measure > 0 such that lim E ~ 0+ y,(t) # y,(t) if t E S, we have 
finished. Otherwise, there exists T, > 0 such that lim. j ,,+ YE(t) = ye(t) a.e. 
on (0, T,]. Let X, be the solution for (23) with x(0 - ) = ~(0 - ). Then, by 
(251, X, = yE + z,. For T < T,, since Z, does not converge a.e. t E (0, T] to 
z,,, we derive that X, does not converge a.e. t E (0, T] to x0. n 
In Theorem 6, in general it is not necessary that u E E@([O, +m[l, with h 
given by (24), for the convergence of the solution x,(t) to x,(t) (t E [To, T]) 
as E -+ 0 + . However, there are examples of singular systems where u(t) E 
ghA1([O, +m[), satisfying the other assumptions of Theorem 6, part (11, 
where there is no convergence [23]. These examples show that the additional 
smoothness required as the perturbation order increases and the condition of 
additional regularity for nonzero complex perturbation order cannot be 
eliminated. 
Observe that for singular perturbations of order 1, the divergent eigen- 
value A,(E) of the system (23) must be real for .s small enough. Therefore, 
either Re A,( E) = A,(E) tends to +m or it tends to --M. Hence, 
lim E+O+ ReAi(E) = --OO 0 3p E [w such that Re hi(&) < p for all the 
eigenvalues hi(&). For example, if the system (23) is stable for any E and 
u(t) is sufficiently regular, the solution converges. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
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This paper presents a n(lw criterion for the convergence of singular 
analytic perturlxhons in singiilar systems. It is a necessary and sufficient 
condition wllich relates tlw convergencca of the solution with the evolution of 
the cigenv;llues of the systent. Of course, tlica criterion is also useful for 
rqyilar spstenrs. It is a very general criterion, and it is valid both for the 
honiogeneous yuation and for the norilroiiiogeneo~is equation if functions 
arc’ sufficiently continuoilsly diff(~rc~iitiable. 
The analysis is based on the use of distributions and convolution, which 
allow inconsistent initial conditions. The assumption of analyticity is essential 
in the analysis. 
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